CL A S S IV T HE RAP Y LASE R S

REVOLUTIONIZING

LASER THERAPY

Built upon a solid foundation of research and development, K-Laser has earned worldwide
recognition for its therapy and treatment solutions. With a relentless commitment to innovation, the
K-Laser development team is dedicated to offering the most advanced laser technology. Evolving
from the earliest D-Series through the K-Series and today’s state-of-the-art K-Cube Series, K-Laser
Class IV Therapy Lasers offer comprehensive solutions with flexible architecture to keep you prepared
for the challenges of the future.
The K-Laser story of innovation reveals how K-Laser continues to revolutionize Class IV Laser Therapy.
In the 1990s, Class IV laser therapy was established in Europe, providing higher power and dosages
resulting in shorter treatment times. By the end of the 20th Century, Class IV therapeutic laser had
become mainstream in Europe. K-Laser reinvented the concept of therapy lasers with its high power
and compact design, gaining FDA clearance in 2005. Early adopters were quick to realize the benefits
of K-Laser treatments from both a clinical and financial standpoint.
Driven by a relentless commitment to innovation, K-Laser has continued to evolve and become the
leader in therapeutic lasers. In 2007, K-Laser released the first compact 10 Watt Class IV Therapy Laser,
combined with an adjustable Zoom Handpiece. The unique and exclusive Intense Superpulse mode
was developed and implemented in 2008. In 2009, the first fully portable, battery-operated 12 Watt
laser was introduced. The K-Series shifted the paradigm in the therapeutic laser world, becoming
the predominant laser of choice. In 2012, K-Laser introduced the latest game-changer in the Class IV
evolution—the K-Cube Series.
To sum it all up—K-Laser means solutions for the medical, veterinary and scientific fields; dedication
to developing the best equipment; and providing customers the ultimate in laser therapy.

WHAT IS LASER THERAPY?
K-Laser Class IV therapeutic lasers deliver specific red and near-infrared wavelengths of laser light
to induce a photochemical reaction and therapeutic effect. Physiological effects include increased
circulation, reduced inflammation, pain reduction and enhanced tissue healing. Laser therapy
has been used in Europe since the 1970s and was cleared by the United States Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) in 2005.

LASER THERAPEUTIC EFFECTS

During each painless treatment, laser energy increases
circulation, drawing water, oxygen, and nutrients to the
damaged area. This creates an optimal healing environment
that reduces inflammation, swelling, muscle spasms, stiffness,
and pain. As the injured area returns to normal, function is
restored and pain is relieved.

CELLULAR EFFECTS

During K-Laser Therapy, infrared laser light interacts with tissues
at the cellular level increasing metabolic activity within the
cell. By improving the transport of nutrients across the cell
membrane, the increased production of cellular energy (ATP)
is stimulated. The cascade of beneficial effects that follows
includes increased cellular function and tissue repair.

WHY ARE WAVELENGTHS IMPORTANT?

Wavelengths determine laser energy’s depth of penetration in tissue and specifically target beneficial chromophores
to stimulate the photochemical reaction.

660nm

800nm

Irradiating an area with 660nm, a
wavelength where melanin in our
skin absorbs very well, will ensure
a large dose to the superficial
region. Since light can both inhibit
bacteria and promote cell growth,
laser therapy has incredible results
in wound healing and scar tissue
regulation.

The enzyme determining how
efficiently the cell converts molecular
oxygen into ATP has the highest
absorption at 800nm. Regardless of
the enzyme’s molecular state, when
it absorbs a photon it will flip states.
Photon absorption will accelerate
the process and increase cellular ATP
production.

905nm

970nm

The quicker oxygen is released into
the blood stream, the more fuel
the cell has to carry out all of its
natural healing processes. The peak
of hemoglobin’s absorption lies at
905nm, and when this radiation is
absorbed, more of this oxygen-fuel
is made available to the cells.

Water in the blood transports
oxygen to the cells, carries waste
away, and absorbs very well at
970nm. The energy created from
absorbing a photon gets converted
to heat, creating a temperature
gradient at the cellular level,
stimulating micro-circulation, and
bringing more oxygen-fuel to the
cells.

WHY IS POWER SO IMPORTANT?

Power (Watts) is the number of photons of radiation you
can deliver per unit of time. The energy deposited (Joules)
is the accumulation of these photons over time (1 Watt=1
Joule per 1 second). By starting out with more Watts at
the surface, more will penetrate to desired depth. For an
illustration, consider the following:
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If wavelength determines a laser energy’s depth of
penetration, then power determines its saturation at the
targeted depth. It would be a mistake to consider one
without the other.
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Beam Profile for 800 nm, 12 Watt, 1 cm Spot Size
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• 1 Watt laser: 40 seconds to deliver 10 Joules of energy to a 4 cm depth
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• 4 Watt laser: 10 seconds to deliver 10 Joules of energy to a 4 cm depth
The higher-powered laser will be able to deliver therapeutic doses to deeper targets in a shorter amount of time.

WHERE DO CLINICAL RESULTS REALLY COME FROM?

There is always some debate as to which are the “right” parameters for which conditions. Conditions do not absorb light, tissues do,
and more specifically, the photon absorbing chromophore. Beyond that, there are a variety of mechanisms involved that need to
be stimulated. To this end, K-Laser employs the broadest range of wavelengths and frequencies targeting each relevant tissue type,
enhancing all healing processes involved.

Skin & Fat
Muscle
Tendon
Bone

WHY IS IT NECESSARY TO USE DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES?
It has been well established that different pulse frequencies elicit different
physiological responses. During laser therapy, it is beneficial to deliver a variety
of pulse frequencies. K-Laser has taken everything known about the makeup
of each part of the anatomy and modified the settings to target just the right
amount of bone, soft tissue, and fat. K-Laser’s approach uses the largest variety
of laser parameters utilizing multiple distinct phases within each protocol. This
dynamic range, combining 4 wavelengths and frequencies from CW to 20,000 Hz,
has the best chance at stimulating all of the body’s cells to heal themselves more
efficiently.

HOW DOES INTENSE SUPER PULSE (ISP) ENHANCE LASER THERAPY?

Lasers operating in super pulse mode deliver bursts of high peak power for a short period of time. The K-Laser Intense Super Pulse
(ISP) mode delivers more laser energy to deeper tissues mitigating superficial heat build-up. The unique, and K-Laser exclusive, highpowered 20W ISP mode lets the laser operator choose the proper power output and pulse frequency for effective laser therapy.

MORE THAN 80% OF YOUR PATIENTS
WILL BENEFIT FROM K-LASER THERAPY

INCREASED EFFICACY

DELIVERING BETTER RESULTS
AND STRONGER COMPLIANCE

SHORTEST TREATMENT TIME
FOR BETTER IMPLEMENTATION

ROI

ATTRACTIVE RETURN ON
YOUR INVESTMEN

Total efficiency is what you get with the new K-Cube Series. No worries about cooling, optic efficiency or battery life.
The K-Cube Series has been engineered to put your mind at ease and let you focus on treating your patients.
Remarkably light weight allows for full portability, and the QRT handpiece can be switched to one of the optional
treatment types in just seconds. The K-Cube Series incorporates the broadest spectrum of therapeutic wavelengths
targeting the body’s four natural light absorbing complexes, resulting in optimal healing. Confident, comfortable
and easy to use, the K-Cube Series provides a whole new experience in Class IV Lasers.
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• 15 Watts continuous wave power
• World’s first 4 wavelength therapy laser
- simultaneous or independent
660nm | 800nm | 905nm | 970nm
• Modulation +1-20,000 Hz
• Intense Super Pulse (ISP) - Peak: 20W
Average: 12W
• 3 Year manufacturer’s warranty,
Lifetime diode warranty

COMPLETE

LASER THERAPY
SOLUTION

Easy Updates and Exports
• Protection from obsolescence with easy software updates via USB
• The Electronic Medical Records allow for quick patient history
access and the ability to easily repeat the last treatment
• Intuitive software with pre-set protocols or customize and save
your own settings

Unparalleled portability
• Apply treatments with or without access to power
• Seamlessly transport laser between rooms or locations
• Lithium ion rechargeable battery with up to
75 minutes of treatment time per battery charge
• Magnetically locks into optional stand

Durable
• Highest optical efficiency that prevents thermal
and mechanical stress
• Rugged Solid State Diode module

Versatile and Expandable
• Capability for a variety of treatment applications
including contact or non-contact therapy
• Quick Release Technology to switch attachments in seconds
• Easy click on ENT attachment for acupuncture treatments

COMPLETE LASER THERAPY SOLUTION
K-Laser is a pioneer in Class IV laser therapy in the United States and a global
leader developing the next generation laser technology to relieve pain and aid
healing. Offering a non-surgical solution for healthcare practitioners, our work
is guided by physicians and our equipment stands apart for its durability, ease
of use and international safety clearances while providing the most effective,
powerful therapeutic laser used in medicine.
Head

TENSION HEADACHE
MIGRAINE HEADACHE
SINUS HEADACHE/INFECTION
BELL’S PALSY
TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA
EAR INFECTION
TMJ DISORDERS
TOOTH AND JAW PAIN

WHAT CAN THE K-LASER TREAT?
Whether it is acute or chronic,
superficial or deep, K-Laser therapy can
help. K-Laser therapy is an invaluable
service that will bring unprecedented
clinical and financial success to your
practice. Represented in the diagram
are just some of the pain conditions
that can be successfully treated using
this powerful modality.

Neck

ACUTE INJURY
CAR ACCIDENTS
TORTICOLLIS
SPORTS INJURIES
CHRONIC PAIN
DISC DEGENERATION

Shoulder

ACUTE INJURY
ROTATOR CUFF STRAINS AND TEARS
A-C JOINT SPRAIN
BRACHIAL PLEXUS INJURIES
BURSITIS

Arm

ACUTE INJURY
BICIPITAL TENDONITIS
POST-EXERCISE MUSCLE SORENESS
EPICONDYLITIS

WHY K-LASER?

At K-Laser we don’t guess; we
calculate. We know that different
tissue-types respond better to
different treatment parameters. From
thorough literature reviews and
extensive proprietary research, we
have a comprehensive understanding
of all the parameters necessary to
achieve the highest efficacy available
and be the most effective laser
therapy solution in the world.

Wrist and Hand

ACUTE INJURY
CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME
DUPUYTREN’S CONTRACTURE
TRIGGER FINGER
ARTHRITIC JOINTS

Low Back

DISC DEGENERATION
SPRAIN/STRAIN
SCIATIC PAIN
FACET JOINTS

Hip and SI Joint

BURSITIS
SPORTS INJURIES
ARTHRITIS
ILIOTIBIAL BAND SYNDROME

Knee

SPORTS INJURIES
BAKER’S CYST
MENISCUS/LIGAMENT INJURIES
ACL/PCL INJURIES
OSGOOD-SCHLATTER’S
ARTHRITIS
POST-KNEE REPLACEMENT

Ankle and Foot

SPRAINS AND SPORTS INJURIES
ARTHRITIS
PLANTAR FASCIITIS
HEEL PAIN

MED TECH
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1185 West Main Street | Franklin, TN 37064
Toll-Free: 866.595.7749 | Telephone: 615.595.7749
Fax: 615.261.3535 | Email: sales@k-laserusa.com

www.k-laserusa.com

MED-TECH Scandinavia ApS
Vindinggård Ringvej 1 DK-7100 Vejle
Mobil +45 2929 7870 claus@med-tech.dk www.med-tech.dk
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